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Abstract. Requirements on the energy resolution for the detection of an exciton by the x-ray
transmission, fluorescence, photocurrent and reflectivity techniques have been considered. X-ray
reflectivity appears to be the most suitable technique for exciton detection. An excitonic origin of
the narrow peak in the Si L2,3 reflectivity spectrum is suggested.

1. Introduction

Excitons, or localized electronic states with energy smaller than the band gap, might appear
because of a core-hole potential. The hole appears in the final state of the x-ray absorption
process or in the intermediate state of the fluorescence and elastic scattering processes. The
enhancement just above the threshold in the crystalline silicon x-ray absorption spectrum was
explained for the first time by Altarelli and Dexter [1] in terms of the Elliott [2] exciton in
1972. The problem of the exciton in the Si L2,3 absorption edge was thoroughly studied [3–6].
Nevertheless, up to now this problem remains under consideration [7–9]. The excitons
have some peculiar properties which make it difficult to detect them by x-ray absorption
spectroscopy. First of all, the excitonic peak appears in the absorption spectrum near the
absorption threshold (the bottom of the conduction band). The energy gap between them
is very small. Thus, the excitonic peak appears in the region of the sharp increase of the
absorption cross section. The second problem is that the excitonic peak has rather a small
integral intensity [10]. The only opportunity to detect it is connected with its extremely
narrow width. Due to this sharpness, it is possible to distinguish between the excitonic peak
and the conduction band.

In this paper we compare the requirements on the energy resolution of the experimental set-
up for the detection of the excitonic peaks in the x-ray absorption, fluorescence, photocurrent
and reflectivity techniques. We will show that the reflectivity technique seems to be the most
favourable for exciton detection. In section 2 the energy resolution for the detection of the
narrow peak using the transmission, fluorescence and photocurrent techniques will be briefly
discussed. In section 3 we will consider the reflectivity spectrum for large glancing angle and
show the difference between the contributions of the excitons to the reflectivity and absorption
spectra. In section 4 the calculation of the permittivity in Si crystal is presented. The excitonic
origin of a sharp narrow peak in the XRFS spectrum [11,12] of Si crystal is considered. The
conclusions are presented in section 5.
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2. Transmission, fluorescence and photocurrent techniques

It is widely assumed that two peaks in the x-ray absorption fine-structure spectrum (XAFS)
are distinguishable if the distance between them1E is larger than the energy width of the
apparatus function00. This assumption appears from the result of the convolution of the
absorption coefficient spectrumµ(E) with the apparatus function.

But in the transmission experiment the experimental energy broadening influences not the
absorption coefficientµ itself but the ratio of transmitted to incident radiation intensitiesI1/I0.
One needs to convolute with the energy apparatus function not the absorption coefficientµ

but the ratioI1/I0, because the very valueI1/I0 is measured in the transmission experiment.
The difference between these two types of averaging becomes important if the peak intensity
sufficiently exceeds the background absorption:

1µx � µ0x (1)

wherex is the thickness of the sample and1µ is the difference between the peak intensity and
the backgroundµ0. It is important to note here that this is exactly the case for the excitons.
While the integral intensity of the excitonic peak is rather small, the peak value sufficiently
exceeds the background absorption because of its extremely small width. In this case the peak
width itself becomes important, but not the distance to the next peak.

Let us consider the peak of the width0ex in µ(E) centred near the energyE0. The peak
valueµ(E0) is much greater than the background absorption. In this case the ratioI1/I0 has
a sharp minimum of the width0ex near the energyE0. The value of this ratio aroundE0 is
practically zero. However, as a result of the experimental energy broadening, instead of zero
transmitted intensity one obtains the final value which is determined not by the distance to
the other peaks but by the ratio of the width of the peak0ex to the apparatus energy width
00. Even a small additional signal resulting from the non-monochromaticity of the radiation
increases this ratio by many times. Thus the experimentally obtained absorption coefficient
µexp(E0) ∝ − ln(I1/I0) drops down by many times in comparison with the realµ(E0). The
peak might even disappear.

Figure 1 presents the absorption coefficient of Si crystal near the Si L2,3 absorption edge.
The details of the permittivity calculation are presented in section 4. The left (a) and right
(b) parts of figure 1 correspond to the widths of the apparatus function, which are 0.1 eV
and 0.2 eV respectively. The upper curves correspond to the convolution of the absorption
coefficient with the energy apparatus function. To obtain the second and the third (going from
top to bottom) curves we first calculated the ratioI1/I0 = exp(−µx). After this we convoluted
the ratioI1/I0 with the Lorentz function

f (E) = 1

π

∫
I1(E0)

I0(E0)

00/2

(E − E0)2 + 02
0/4

dE0 (2)

and found the ‘experimentally’ measured value ofµexp(E) = −(ln f (E))/x. These curves
have been calculated for thicknesses of the sample of 50 and 100 Å respectively. These
thicknesses correspond toµx ≈ 0.5 andµx ≈ 1 respectively at the energy 102 eV. One can
see from figure 1 that the smaller the thickness of the sample, the easier the detection of the
excitonic peak.

The fluorescence technique is also limited for the exciton detection because of the
self-absorption. If the peak value sufficiently exceeds the background absorption then its
amplitude (and integral intensity) is drastically decreased by the self-absorption. In this case
the smoothing because of the apparatus energy width could make the peak indistinguishable.
To correct the fluorescence spectrum one needs first to deconvolute it. While for the usual
spectrum the difference between the deconvoluted and non-deconvoluted experimental spectra
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Figure 1. The convoluted absorption coefficient (upper curves) for Si crystal near the Si L2,3
absorption edge. The second and third curves (going from top to bottom) correspond to the
absorption coefficient from the transmission technique for thicknesses of the sample of 50 and
100 Å respectively. The lowest curves correspond to the fluorescence corrected for the self-
absorption. The widths of the apparatus function are 0.1 eV (a) and 0.2 eV (b). For clarity the
curves are shifted.

is small, in the case of the presence of excitons this difference becomes crucial because of the
large ratio of the apparatus width to the excitonic peak width.

The lowest curves in figure 1 show the calculated fluorescence spectra, which were
convoluted with the Lorentz apparatus function and, after this, corrected for self-absorption.
The glancing angle of the incident radiation is 45◦; the emitted radiation (the radiation trans-
ition from the Si 3s to 2p levels, ¯hω ≈ 85 eV) is detected in the direction perpendicular to the
surface. The vertical scales for the lowest curves are arbitrary. One can see that it is difficult
to detect the excitonic peak by the fluorescence technique.

The techniques involving the measurement of the photocurrent or Auger electrons [13,14]
might be more profitable for detection of the excitonic peak, because in this case the
experimental spectrum is proportional to the absorption cross section. In this case the
absorption coefficient itself is convoluted with the apparatus function. One can see from
figure 1 (upper curves) that the excitonic peak is much more distinguishable in this case.

3. Reflectivity

In this paper we suggest using the XRFS spectrum for the detection of the narrow (excitonic)
peaks. If the glancing angle2� 2crit, the reflectivityR has the form (according to the Fresnel
formulae [15])R = (α2 +β2)/(16 sin42), where2crit is the critical angle of the total external
reflection,2crit = √α, andε = 1− α + iβ, whereε is the permittivity of the crystal. Because
of the Kramers–Kronig relation [15] between the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity,
α is not arbitrary but is determined byβ. The peak of the width0 and the integral intensityA
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in the imaginary part of the permittivity could be written as follows:

β(E) = A

π

(
0/2

(E0 − E)2 + 02/4
− 0/2

(E0 +E)2 + 02/4

)
(3)

whereE0 is the energy of the centre of the peak. In this caseα has the form

α(E) = A

π

(
E0 − E

(E0 − E)2 + 02/4
+

E0 +E

(E0 +E)2 + 02/4

)
. (4)

In the close vicinity ofE0 the reflectivity has the formR ∝ A2/[(E0−E)2 +02/4], where
we have neglected the contribution from the parts with the sumE0 + E in the denominator.
Thus in the reflectivity spectrum (2� 2crit) there is a peak at the same positionE0 and with
the same width0 as in the absorption. Therefore the reflectivity spectrum for2 � 2crit

seems to be proportional to the absorption one. But the peak in the reflectivity spectrum has
a different integral intensity,A2/0. The narrower the peak in the absorption spectrum, the
larger its integral intensity in the reflectivity spectrum. Comparison of the reflectivity and
absorption spectra of two narrow peaks with the widths01 and02 allows us to find the ratio
of their widths01/02 even in the case of large experimental broadening (until this broadening
does not change the integral intensities of the peaks):

01

02
= Arefl

2

Arefl
1

(
Aabs

1

Aabs
2

)2

(5)

whereAabs andArefl are the integral intensities of the peaks in the absorption and reflection
spectra respectively.

In figure 2 the x-ray reflectivity spectra (right-hand part) and the absorption coefficients
(left-hand part) of Si crystal near the Si L2,3 absorption edge are presented. The details of the
permittivity calculation are described in section 4. The glancing angle is2 = 20◦. Both the
reflectivity spectra and the absorption coefficients are convoluted with the Lorentz apparatus
function, of widths 0.2 eV (upper curves), 0.5 eV (middle curves) and 1.0 eV (lowest curves).
One can see from figure 2 that in the x-ray reflectivity spectra the excitonic peak is more
distinguishable than in the absorption ones. The absorption spectra in figure 2 correspond to
the photocurrent technique (see section 2). Both the transmission and fluorescence techniques
provide worse contrast than the photocurrent technique (see figure 1). Figure 2 shows that the
XRFS spectrum might be a very sensitive tool for the detection of the existence of excitons.

4. The XRFS spectrum of Si crystal near the Si L2,3 edge

Si crystal has the diamond-like structure and therefore its permittivity is isotropic. In the near-
edge region the permittivityε(ω) has the form [15, 16]ε = 1− 4πnc2r0(f

∗
norm + f ∗anom)/ω

2,
wherefnorm(ω) is the normal part of the atomic scattering factor (ASF) which corresponds
to the excitation of all electrons but 2p electrons,fanom(ω) is the anomalous part of the ASF
which is caused by the excitation of the 2p electrons to the valence band,n is the concentration
of atoms,ω is the photon frequency,r0 is the classical electron radius,c is the light velocity,
the star means complex conjugation. The imaginary part offnorm above the L2,3 absorption
edge has been obtained by the extrapolation of atomic data [17]. The real part offnorm in
the first approximation [17] has been chosen to be equal to 4 (the number of the electrons in
the atom with binding energy less than the energy of the L2,3 edge). The calculations of the
anomalous partsfanom for Si crystal have been carried out according to the method suggested
in reference [16]. The system of the linear equations [18] for the 87-atom cluster (seven
coordination spheres) has been solved. The angular momenta up tol = 2 for all atoms have
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Figure 2. The convoluted absorption coefficient (left-hand part) and the reflectivity (right-hand
part) of Si crystal near the Si L2,3 absorption edge. The glancing angle (right-hand part)2 = 20◦.
The curves correspond to the different widths of the apparatus function00. The upper curves (both
left-hand and right-hand parts) correspond to00 = 0.2 eV, the middle curves to00 = 0.5 eV and
the lowest curves to00 = 1.0 eV. For clarity the curves are shifted.

been taken into account. The Herman–Skillman algorithm [19] with the exchange parameter
chosen according to Schwarz [20] has been employed to calculate the atomic wave functions.
The atomic sphere radii in the cluster are 1.17 Å. Outside the cluster, the potential has been
chosen to be equal to the averaged interstitial potential [21]. To include the p-hole presence
and the extra-atomic relaxation we have calculated the potential of the ionized Si atom for the
configuration 1s22s22p53s23p3. To take into consideration the influence of the filled electron
states, we have subtracted (according to reference [16]) an integral over path L, where the
path L envelops the energies of all the filled electron states with s and d symmetry around the
ionized atom. An analogous approach was successfully used to describe the reflectivity of
both the hexagonal boron nitrogen crystal near the B K absorption edge [22] and the PbTiO3

crystal near the Ti K absorption edge [23].
The experimental Si L2,3 reflectivity spectrum [11,12] of Si crystal shows a narrow peak

near the absorption edge. All our attempts to obtain this prominent feature using the full
multiple-scattering method were unsuccessful. But our calculations with and without the 2p
hole show that the peak in the absorption spectrum near the bottom of the conduction band
has a narrower and sharper form if the 2p hole is taken into account. Thus in the case of the
infinite cluster this peak might correspond to the exciton. The observation of the core-exciton
state in Si crystal was reported earlier [7]. The excitonic effect within the conduction band has
been considered to explain the x-ray absorption data [8].

Let us note that the goal of this paper is not to prove the excitonic origin of the peak
by rigorousab initio calculation. Our main aim is to show the possible superiority of the
XRFS spectrum for the detection of excitons. To do this one needs a model permittivity
which describes reality well, qualitatively. To model the exciton we have subtracted from the
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real and imaginary parts of the permittivity the wide peak with small integral intensity (see
equations (4) and (3)) with the centre atE0 = 100 eV. After this we added a narrow peak
of the same integral intensity. The width of the excitonic peak has been suggested [9] to be
0ex = 0.01 eV. Thus we do not change the sum rule—only the peak width. The integral
intensity of this peak, expressed as the ASF in the asymptotic regionE � E0, corresponds to
the scattering by 0.01 of the free classical electron. Let us mention that the total anomalous
ASF of the 2p shell equals 6 (ifE � E0). Figure 3 shows the calculated x-ray reflectivity fine
structure of Si crystal near the Si L2,3 absorption edge. The spectrum is convoluted with the
apparatus function of width00 = 0.1 eV. The glancing angle is2 = 4◦. While our model
has no physical significance, it leads to a good qualitative agreement with the experimental
reflectivity spectrum [11]. Therefore it can be used as a tool for probing the validity of the
different methods mentioned above.
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Figure 3. The calculated reflectivity fine-structure spectrum of Si crystal near the Si L2,3 absorption
edge. The glancing angle2 = 4◦. The width of the apparatus function is 0.1 eV.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have compared the requirements on the energy resolution of the x-ray
transmission, fluorescence, photocurrent and reflectivity techniques for the detection of
excitons. The integral intensity of the narrow peak in the reflectivity spectrum is found to
be inversely proportional to the width of the peak in the absorption spectrum. Therefore the
narrow (excitonic) peak with the small integral intensity could be distinguished much more
easily in the x-ray reflectivity spectrum. Using the model permittivity of Si crystal near the
L2,3 absorption edge we have shown that the x-ray reflectivity technique appears to be the
most suitable one for the detection of the excitonic peak. It is found that the assumption of
the presence of excitons in Si crystal can explain the narrow peak in the Si L2,3 reflectivity
spectrum.
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